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Bubble dynamics in 5D
Israel, Nuovo Cimento Soc. B44 (1966)

spherical symmetric space time

junction condition on the bubble  

! : tension of bubble 

normalization condition on bubble

combine these formula

from these term, we get Friedman eq. of bubble

when we choose the metric, we can get  
Friedman eq. of bubble
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Construction 4D on the bubble
Banerjee, Danielsson, Dibitetto, 
Giri and Schillo, arXiv:1907.04268

static BH and string cloud are in AdS5 vacuum, metric 
takes the form

insert the metric into this eq.

expand under this condition, we can get

matterradiation

If static BH and string cloud are in AdS5 , 
radiation and matter are realized on bubble



What is string cloud?

• many strings are emanating from BH and smooth 
them to uniform
• we used the spherical symmetry string cloud

Stachel, Phys.Rev.D21, 2171 (1980)
Chakrabortty, Phys.Lett.B 705, 244 (2011)

smoothing
BH

string cloud
BH

: area of D-2 unit sphere : tension density of cloud



Outline

• Introduction
false vacuum decay
construction our 4D universe on the bubble

• Catalytic decay
catalytic effect of BH & string cloud  on vacuum decay

• Result
small positive cosmological constant



Catalysis of BH & string cloud 
previous study about static BH 

Catalytic decay
static BH enhances the vacuum decay

false vacuum

BH

false vacuum

>
decay rate

no BH

decay rate of false vacuum with BH is larger than no BH
→ BH induces the catalysis

Hiscock, Phys.Rev. D35 1161 (1987)
Gregory, JHEP1403,081 (2014)
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stands for the catalysis

initial state

Coleman, De Luccia, Phys. Rev. D23 (1981)
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decay rate bounce action Euclidean 
on-shell action

• compare two bounce action, with BH & string cloud 
and no BH & no string cloud

stands for the catalysis

initial state

Coleman, De Luccia, Phys. Rev. D23 (1981)

Catalysis of BH & string cloud
decay rate calculation

smallest B is the most favored decay process
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Bounce action calculation

integration range corresponds to 
the bubble potential

integration range goes to zero = critical point (smallest B)
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Cosmological constant on bubble

From the Friedman eq. of bubble, we can read 
cosmological constant on bubble as

! defined as

" is dimensionless bubble tension parameter

! at the critical point tells us the cosmological constant  
of the most favored decay process

Banerjee, Danielsson, Dibitetto, 
Giri and Schillo, arXiv:1907.04268



Result
AdS5→ AdS5 decay with string cloud and BH
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BCDL

critical point change with !

Fix the AdS5 energy gap and BH mass
Changed cloud and bubble tension

by numerical calculation

! gets smaller,  "
approaches to "#
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Result
cosmological constant

we input these value

we get  critical ! roughly as

without fine tuning, we explained small 
positive cosmological constant!
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Summary

• construct our universe on expanding “bubble”
• using BH and string cloud, radiation and matter are 

realized on bubble
• effect of the catalysis of BH & string cloud and the 

quantity of the universe
→bubble that has very small cosmological constant
is most favored

by this construction, we explained the small 
cosmological constant



Back up
string cloud catalysis in 4D

dS4 → Minkowski
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• beyond the critical point, 
tunneling is not needed 

• decay occur by the semi-classical
process

recent paper about this mechanism to Higgs potential
hep-th : 1910.02435

one horizon


